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Degree of comparison worksheet grade 7

Content Index Enter blanks with the correct degree of adjectives in parentheses. Notes: An English adjective can exist in three ways – a positive degree, a comparative degree and a superlative degree. Test your understanding of these forms with this task. 1. Raveena is ........................ (tall) than her sister. 2. The Alps are ............................ (high) mountain ranges in Europe. 3. The test was very
......................... (easy) 4. The test was ...................... (easy) than I thought. 5. She is ...................... (old) than he is. 6. What is ................... (tall) man of the world? 7. I can run ........................ than you. (fast) 8. What is ........................ runner in class? (fast) 9. Ravi's house is just as .................... (big) as Peter's house. 10. She took .......................... (strong) ropes to tie the bags together. 11. This story is
.......................... (interesting) than this story. Answers 1. Raveena is taller than her sister. 2. The Alps are the highest mountain ranges in Europe. 3. The test was very easy. The 4th test was easier than I thought. 5. She is older than him. 6. Who is the tallest person in the world? 7. I can run faster than you. 8. Who is the fastest runner in the class? 9. Ravi's house is as big as Peter's house. 10. She took the
strongest ropes to bring the bags together. 11. This story is more interesting than this story. You can use them to compare adjectives. Study the following examples: She's more beautiful than her sister. Ram is stronger than Shyam. John is the tallest boy in the class. Here the expressions more beautiful and stronger are examples of comparable adjectives. The longest is an example of superlative
adjectives. This grammar worksheet tests the student's ability to use comparison grades. Fill in the following sentences using the adjective of the corresponding level of comparison. Grade 1 of the comparison worksheet. Gold is ................................ than silver. (expensive) 2. The sun is ............................. than the moon. (hot) 3. Honey is ................................ than milk. (sweet) 4. Supriya is ..........................
than Maya. (long) 5. The elephant is ............................. than a tiger. (large) 6. The cheetah shall be operated ................................. than a deer. (fast) 7. Alice is ................................. than Mary. I'm a property. 8. China is .......................... than India. (large) 9. My brother is ................................. than I am. (short) 10. My father is
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... than my mother. (old) Solution 1. Gold is more expensive than silver. 2. The sun is hotter than the moon. 3. Honey is sweeter than milk. 4. Supriya is higher than Maya. 5. The elephant is bigger than a tiger. 6. Cheetah goes
faster than a deer. 7. Alice is more beautiful than Mary. 8. China is bigger than India. 9. My brother is shorter than me. OR My brother is shorter than me. 10. My father is older than my mother. by Manjusha · In 2015, November Fill in the following sentences using an adjective or adverb in the appropriate level of comparison. 1. She is —————— her sister. (a) shorter (b) the shorter (c) the shortest of the
The fact is —————-than fiction. a) more strange b) stranger c) strangest 3. The sun is there than any other star. (a) brighter (b) brighter (c) brighter (d) the brightest (4) What is ————— in class? a) Best performer b) better performer 5. She'——————- more than you think. (a) smarter (b) the most intelligent (c) intelligent 6. Janaki is ——————- for her sister. a) more pretty b) prettier 7. You're
———————-, I've ever met. a) more stubbornly c) most stubborn 8. The car ——————, because it was a service. (a) more evenly (b) the most smoothly 9. I want to spend ——————— time working. (a) less (b) less (c) less 10. He plays ——————— than anyone else on the team. a) better b) best c) more good answers 1. She's shorter than her sister. 2. Fact is stranger than fiction. 3. The sun
is brighter than any other star. 4. Who is the best performer in the class? 5. She is more intelligent than you think. 6. Janaki is more beautiful than her sister. 7. You are the most stubborn person I have ever met. 8. The car works smoothly because it was a service. 9. I want to spend as little time as possible in the work. 10. He plays better than any other team. Tags: comparison grade Fill blanks with the
appropriate comparison grade adjective. We use positive adjectives in the structure as....to say that people or things are similar. We use superlative to compare one person with the entire group that they belong to. We use comparative to compare one person with another person or individuals. Hotter is a comparative way hot. We use comparative to compare one person with another person or individuals.
We use positive adjectives in the structure as ... how we use superlative to compare one person with the whole group that they belong to. Faster is a comparative way quickly. Easier is the comparative way easy. The correct structure is just as... How.. Less clever is the comparative form. Smarter is a comparative way wise. Answers 1. James is as tall as his brother. 2. Alexander was one of the greatest
kings ever to live. 3. Martin is more industrious than any other boy in the class. Chennai is hotter than Mumbai. 5. Very few cities in Asia are as big as Hong Kong. 6. This cathedral is the largest in Southern India. 7. The plane flies faster than the birds. 8. Kitchen appliances have made cooking easier. 9. Very few countries are as rich as America. 10. Some beans are at least as nutritious as meat. 11.
Naomi is less cute than her sister. 12. Clara is smarter than Sarah. Look at the following sentences: Naina is a tall girl. Jolly is taller than Naina. Saumya is the longest of the three. What do you notice in the above sentences? Adjectives change in shape (long, longer, longer) to show comparison. These three forms are known as three degrees of comparison. The adjective long denotes simple quality. This is
called a positive degree. Comparing two items or persons and claiming that someone has a certain quality in the than the other, we use adjective. Thus, the adjective is longer in the comparable higher grade. Note: The comparative grade usually follows over. If the object or person has a quality higher level that is compared, then a superlative form of adjective word is used. Thus, the adjective longest is high
in the highest grade. Note: i) The superlative form of adjective is used when we compare more than two items or personal. ii) Before the superlative degree is the, and is usually followed by no. Establish comparison grades, produce comparative and superlying degrees: (i) adding -er and -est to a positive degree; as a positive comparative superlative bolder boldest shorter shorter shorter deeper deeper cold
cold cold cold cold cold cold cold cold warmer stronger stronger stronger stronger for the poorest poorest poorest of the richest richest (ii), adding only r and st when the positive ends with e; as Positive Comparative Superlative great the greatest wiser wiser wiser brave brave brave finer finer finer finer noble noble noble nobleman noblest simplest simplest (iii), changing y for i and adding er and est if
positive ends with y, before their consonants; as positive Comparative superlative noisy noisy noisy noisy is ugly uglier ugliest holy holier holiest happy happy happy happy happy happy happy most easily easier easiest Note: If y has a positive degree is vowrant than y remain intact and -er and est added to make them comparative and superlative; as a positive comparative superlative in gray gray gray gay
gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay gay (iv), doubling the final co-edging before adding -er and est, if the positive ends with one co-sounding, before which the vower; as Positive Comparative Superlative fatter fattest big bigger the biggest hotter slimmer slimmer sadder sadder sadder redder reddest wet wetter wettest (v), placing over and for the most part,
before all adjectives over two syllables and many adjectives two syllables; as a positive Comparative Superlative intelligent mostinviģent mostinviects beautiful beautiful most dangerous most dangerous most dangerous most dangerous most famous most famous most famous most popular most popular most beautiful most beautiful pleasant pleasant expensive (vi) Some adjectives form it in a comparative
and superlative irregular way; as positive Comparative superlative good better better better worse worse worse worse worse worse worse a little less further further much more late later, the last (vii) Double Comparative and double superlative should be avoided; as Wrong: This is a safer place. Right : This is a safer place. Wrong: He is the busiest man in the office. Right: He's the busiest person in the
office. (viii) words such as senior, junior, worse always follows, not nothing; as wrong : Mr. Sharma worse than me. Correct: Mr. Sharma is inferior to me. Wrong: I'm the latest on you. Correct: I'm the youngest to you. Wrong: Mr. Sinha is the most superior of all. Correct: Mr. Sinha is superior to everyone. Exercise 1 Fill blanks: Positive Comparative Superlative Many ______ most Happy more famous
happiest most famousest famous bad worse ______ fat fatter ______ gayer gayest wiser ______ thinner slimmer good ______ best further ______ ugly ______ uglier more pleasant much ______ more ______ Answer: 1. more 2. happier 3rd famous 4th worst 5th fattest 6th gay 7th wiser 8th better 10th farthest 11th ugliest 12th pleasant 13th less Exercise 2 Choose the right word from within the brackets :
He's smarter ............ Me. (nothing to) He's the oldest............ me for five years. (nothing to) Reeta is the most intelligent ............ all students in the class. (no, no) Select............ (better, best) of both. Uttar Pradesh is ............ the state of India. (more, most) Make............ Noise. (little, less) Shabana is ............ painter of two. (well, better) You are the youngest ............ Me. (nothing to) Health is ............ than
wealth. (better, best) Taj Mahal is one of the ............ beautiful buildings in the world., (more, most) Answer: 1st than 2nd to 3rd of the 4th better 5th less 7 less 7 better 8 to 9 better 10th most Exercise 3 Fill blanks with the correct form (comparative or superlative) adjective. Kavita is a ____ girl in the classroom. (high) Delhi is ____ than Chennai. (hot) Diamond is ____ all gems. (expensive) Iron is ____ all
metal. (severe) My doll is ____ than you. I'm a property. Sarita is a ____ girl in the classroom. (popular) Africa is ____ from all five continents. (hot) My car is ____ than you. (expensive) Rachna is ____ than her sister. (long) This photo is ____ of two. (good) The streets of Karachi are ____ than Mumbai (spacious) He is ____ runner here. (fast) Your accent is ____ than mine. (bad) Lead is ____ than any
other metal. (severe) Answer: 1st best 2nd highest 3rd hotter 4th costliest 5th heaviest 6th prettier 7. The most popular 8th hottest 9th more expensive 10th longer 11th better 12th wider 13th fastest 14th worse 15th heavier NCERT solutionsMathsScienceSocialAnglishHindiSanskritRD Sharma Sharma
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